Recreational Towing
Motorhome Chassis Performance

Have an adventure.

Tow Bars • Baseplates • Braking Systems • Electrical • Accessories
Trucenter® • Blue Ox Trac Bars • Blue Ox Sway Bars
Flat towing requires a towing package consisting of six components to safely tow a vehicle:

1. **TOW BARS**
   A receiver mount, ball mount, or pintle ring tow bar rated for towing the weight of the towed vehicle with safety cables.

2. **BASEPLATES**
   A baseplate specifically designed for the towed vehicle. The baseplate attaches to the frame of the towed vehicle, creating a secure platform to connect the tow bar.

3. **SUPPLEMENTAL BRAKE**
   A supplemental brake slows the towed vehicle at the same rate as the towing vehicle, reducing shock on the towing system and eliminating unnecessary shock wear on the towed vehicle’s frame and avoids rapid wear of tires and other components.

4. **DROP RECEIVER**
   A drop receiver allows the tow vehicle to be level with the towed vehicle. If a deviation must occur, then it is recommended that the hitch receiver be no more than 3” above or below the attachment tabs of the baseplate.

5. **WIRING KIT**
   Provides brake, taillight, and turn signal lighting for your towed vehicle. Three types are available: Bulb & Socket, Diode, and LED.

6. **ELECTRICAL CABLE**
   Provides electricity to the towed vehicle for the wiring system.

Blue Ox tow bars should only be used with vehicles that are flat towable or have been equipped to be towed.

Follow towing procedures in the vehicle owners manual.
2” longer. Premium powder coat. Exclusive gold badging.

**Avail™ BX7420**
- Improved turning radius
- Better cornering
- Fits wide or narrow towed vehicles
- Smoother towing
- Patented non-binding latches
- 10,000 lb capacity

**Aladdin™ BX4325**
- Aluminum construction
- 3-axis swivel design for quick connects and disconnects
- Lightweight, 37 lbs
- 7,500 lb capacity

**Aventa LX™ BX7445: 2” receiver**
- Ball-in-socket design reduces wear
- 360-degree swivel
- 10,000 lb capacity

**Alpha™ BX7365**
- Easily folds away
- Steel construction
- 6,500 lb capacity

**Offset Triple Lug Kit**
Contains steel triple lugs, washers, and pins. For use with the Aventa LX, Aventa II, Aladdin, Alpha Allure and Acclaim® tow bars.

**BX88154, Offset triple lug kit**

Three year warranties. Safety cables included.

**Tow Bar Cover**
- BX88309 Avail™
- BX88209, Avail 7 to 6

**Avail Accessory Kit**
- BX88229, Tow Bar Accessory kit
  - Includes the bulb and socket wiring kit; a 6-wire coiled electrical cable; 3-lock kit and a tow bar cover.

**BX88231, Tow Bar 7 to 6 kit**
- BX88231, Tow Bar 7 to 6 kit
  - Contains 7-6 wire electrical cable, bulb and socket kit, 3-lock set, 4-diode kit and tow bar cover.

**Tow Bar Cover**
- BX8875, Aladdin/Alpha/Aventa® LX
Pintle Ring & Ball Mount Tow Bars

Allure™ BX7460P
- Designed for heavy-duty towing
- Tight turning radius
- Pintle hook
- Collapsible legs
- 10,000 lb capacity

Acclaim™
- Automatically locks into towing position
- Detaches with two pins
- Ball coupler
- Stores on the front of the towed vehicle
- 5,000 lb capacity

Adventurer™
- Folding A-frame
- Tight turning radius
- Pintle hook
- Collapsible legs
- 10,000 lb capacity

Adventurer™
- Folding A-frame
- Adjustable legs 16" to 36"
- Adjustable legs to 48" available
- 28 lbs
- 5,000 lb capacity

BX7322: 36" legs
BX7323: 48" legs
**Baseplates**

**Removable Tabs on Most Models**

**Forget the Brackets**

- Cosmetically appealing installation
- Links for safety cable attachment
- Bolts securely to the chassis
- Keeps weight placed on the suspension to a minimum
- Spreads towing force equally without undue stress on the frame

**To install tab:**
Insert and twist to lock

**To remove tab:**
Pull ring, twist, remove

**Tow Bar Adapter kits**

Universal adapter kit adapts Valley, Reese®, DrawTite®, EazLift® Universal, Husky® and other tow bars made from 1” x 2” tube to a Blue Ox® baseplate.

**BX8833**

General purpose adapter kit adapts non-Blue Ox® baseplates to Blue Ox® tow bars with cross angle. Also a foundation to build your own baseplate to fit Blue Ox® tow bars.

**BX88230**

Blue Ox® triple lug kit for Roadmaster® adapter to Blackhawk® 2 All Terrain™ tow bars.

**BX88262**

Adapt Blue Ox® tow bar to Reese® bracket.

**BX88102**

Adapt standard Blue Ox® baseplates to receive A-frame, Rangefinder™ and Rangefinder™ II tow bars.

**BX88133**

Blue Ox® triple lug kit for Roadmaster® adapter to Falcon™ All-Terrain™, Sterling All-Terrain™, and Eagle™ tow bars

**BX88151**

Aventa® and Roadmaster® Kit, 6,500 lb rtg
Adapt Blue Ox® tow bar to Roadmaster® bracket.
Includes cross bar

**BX88178**

Please see application guide for specific model information.
**Rise/Drop Receivers**

Lowers or raises the 2" receiver connection to allow the tow bar to be level when towing.

- BX88128, 2" Rise/Drop, 5,000 lbs, 6-1/4" long
- BX88129, 4" Rise/Drop, 5,000 lbs, 6-1/4" long
- BX88130, 6" Rise/Drop, 5,000 lbs, 6-1/4" long
- BX88131, 8" Rise/Drop, 5,000 lbs, 10-1/2" long
- BX88132, 10" Rise/Drop, 5,000 lbs, 10-1/2" long
- BX88241, 7" Rise/Drop, 10,000 lbs, 12" long
- BX88264, 12" Receiver Extension
- BX88265, 6" Receiver Extension

**Hitch Immobilizer**

Eliminate jerking, excess movement and rattling between the receiver hitch and the ball mount, tow bar or drop/rise receiver. Works on any receiver hitch and installs in seconds.

- BX88224, 2" Rcvr Hitch Immobilizer
- BX88225, 2.5" Rcvr Hitch Immobilizer

**Hitch Locks**

Secures your Blue Ox® tow bar to your baseplate and receiver hitch to prevent theft. Prevents accidental unhitching. 3 and 4 lock sets have matched keys.

- BX8858, 5/8" Class III-IV-V
- BX8859, 1/2" Class II
- BX88101, 3-Lock kit, (1) 5/8" and (2) 1/2"
- BX88177, 4-Lock kit, (2) 5/8" and (2) 1/2" (shown)
- BX88212, 5/8" x 4" Lock for 1/2" Rec. (2)

**Safety Cables**

Plastic-coated, aircraft-grade cable with heavy duty screw type connectors. Can be added after initial baseplate installation.

- BX88196, 7,500 lb rating, 7 ft. (shown)
- BX88197, 10,000 lb rating, 7 ft.
- BX88208, Baseplate Cable Kit, 10,000 lb rating

**Kargard™**

A polyethylene shield protects towed vehicle from road debris. Easily folds for storage. Aluminum mounting equipment designed for quick and easy installation. All mounting hardware included.

- BX8870, KARGARD™ Deflector

**Kargard II™**

The Kargard™ II attaches to Blue Ox® motorhome mount tow bars at the triple lug bolt. The gas spring provides clearance for the RV’s rear bumper when turning. It rolls up to the RV bumper for out of the way storage.

- BX88255, KARGARD™ II
Connecting an RV electrical system to a tow vehicle doesn’t need to be a chore. The EZ Light wiring harness allows connecting an RV to the tow vehicle’s electrical system in as little as 15 minutes.

### Fuse Bypass Switch

The Blue Ox Fuse Bypass Switch is a fuse-disconnect system that prepares your vehicle for towing. Easily relocate your car’s fuse with this bypass switch. Simply flip the integrated switch to tow. To drive your car, just flip the switch back on.

- Bypasses towed car’s fuse so you can tow your vehicle without draining its battery
- No removing the mini-fuse every time you tow
- Stores the fuse so that you won’t lose it
- Installs quickly and easily
- Remove mini-fuse from car’s fuse box and install Fuse Bypass in its place
- Mounts near the fuse box
- Maintains functionality of mini-fuse when switched on
- Flip switch to “off” position and you’re good to tow

Easy-to-install Fuse Bypass Switches with heavy-duty wiring are available in four (4) different models designed to fit most tow vehicles. Check the Fuse Bypass Wiring Guide to determine the correct model for your particular towing application.

- **BX88271, ATM Fuse Bypass Switch, Short Lead**
- **BX88272, ATM Fuse Bypass Switch, Long Lead**
- **BX88273, 2-ATM Fuse Bypass Switch, 2-Circuit**
- **BX88274, Fuse Bypass Switch, High Current**
- **BX88294, ATO Fuse Bypass Switch, 2 Circuit**

### EZ Light Wiring Kits

Connecting an RV electrical system to a tow vehicle doesn’t need to be a chore. The EZ Light wiring harness allows connecting an RV to the tow vehicle’s electrical system in as little as 15 minutes.

- **BX88275, EZ Light, Universal**
- **BX88278, EZ Light, 2005-2010 Cobalt (JDR)/2006-2010 HHR/2007-2010 05 (JDR)**
- **BX88279, EZ Light, 2008-2012 Liberty/Nitro**
- **BX88280, EZ Light, 2009-2010 Edge/2011-2015 MKX**
- **BX88281, EZ Light, 2007-2011 CRV**
- **BX88282, EZ Light, 2008-2012 Liberty/Nitro**
- **BX88283, EZ Light, 2005-2012 Liberty**
- **BX88284, EZ Light, 2008-2012 CRV**
- **BX88289, EZ Light, 2004-2006 Wrangler**
- **BX88291, EZ Light, 2012-2015 CRV**
- **BX88292, EZ Light, 2010-2015 Equinox/2010-2015 Terrain**
- **BX88293, EZ Light, 2005-2007 (early) Grand Cherokee**
- **BX88298, EZ Light, 2012-2014 Focus sedan**
- **BX88299, EZ Light, 2012-2014 Focus hatchback**
- **BX88300, EZ Light, 2011-2013 Edge**
- **BX88301, EZ Light, 2009-2013 Fit**

Please see application guide for specific model information.
Coiled Electrical Cables
Wire connectors are encased in silicone to resist corrosion. Allows for quick hooking and unhooking. The locking connector and expanding cable virtually eliminate accidental disconnecting. The cables expand from 1' to 7' and have trailer plug sockets included.
BX8861, 4-Wire
BX8862, 6-Wire (shown)
BX88206, 7 to 6-Wire Coiled Cable
BX88254, 7 to 4-Wire Coiled Cable

Taillight Wiring Kit
The bulb & socket kit does not tap into the vehicle's existing wiring. Fits most vehicles with clearance in taillight. Operated by the towing vehicle.
BX8869, Bulb/Socket Wiring Kit

Diode Wiring Kit
Connects RV’s tail, brake and turn signal lights to towed vehicle’s light system
Includes 26’ long, 4-wire harness; 3 diodes; and detailed instructions
Diodes prevent electrical feedback.
BX8847, 3 Diode wiring kit (shown)
BX8848, 4 Diode wiring kit

LED Wiring Kit
LED bulb & socket kits are brighter and smaller than traditional bulb & socket kits, allowing for ease of installation in compact taillight housings. These lights do not tap into the vehicle’s existing wiring & are operated by the towing vehicle.
BX88267, Red LED Bulb Kit (shown)
BX88268, Red LED Kit (10)
BX88269, Clear LED Bulb Kit
BX88270, Clear LED Kit (10)

Avail™ Accessory Kit
Contains 7-6 wire electrical cable, bulb and socket kit, 3-lock set, 4-diode kit and tow bar cover.
BX88308, Avail 7 to 6 kit

Tow Bar Accessory Kits
Includes the bulb and socket wiring kit, a 6-wire coiled electrical cable, 3-lock kit and a tow bar cover.
BX88229, Accessory kit
Contains 7-6 wire electrical cable, bulb and socket kit, 3-lock set, 4-diode kit and tow bar cover.
BX88231, Accessory 7 to 6 kit

Tow Bar Covers
Heavy-duty, vinyl-coated fabric covers keep your tow bar clean and protected when stored. Easy to put on and take off.
BX88309, Avail cover (shown)
BX8875, Aladdin®/Alpha®/Aventa® LX cover
BX88156, Acclaim™ cover
True proportional braking that applies the brakes smoothly while you’re slowing down to a stop, instead of suddenly jolting your tow vehicle, causing costly damage to your brakes.

- Lightweight, only 15 lbs
- Easy to install, transferable between multiple vehicles
- No air tank, no condensation
- Works with all vehicles including hybrids
- Break-away included
- Self-calibrating with the push of a single button
- Standard on/off switch
- LED display on both the brake and remote control
- Convenient carrying handle
- One button setup
- Unique, easy to use brake pedal clamp
- Larger surface push pad on back of unit to seat
- Wrap around cleat on side for storage of plug wiring
- Two year warranty

In Vehicle Electronic Braking System
Patriot™

In-coach controller (included)
BRK2503
Patriot Brake Seat Stiffener (Optional)
Autostop®
Hitch Receiver Braking Systems

Connects to your motorhome's hitch receiver engaging the towed vehicle's brakes at the same instant and with the same force as the motorhome's brakes to allow a smooth, proportional braking experience.

- BX8893
  For Use with Blue Ox® Aladdin & Alpha Tow Bars
  • Fits standard 2” receiver
  • Simple hitch disconnect
  • Reduces additional wear to the motorhome's brakes
  • AUTOSTOP® is a surge braking system using the towed vehicles forward momentum to activate the brake
  • Breakaway device not included

- BX88100
  Works with most tow bars

Brakesafe®
Coach Air Brake System

BRAKESAFE™ allows for a smooth proportional braking experience, utilizing the motorhome coach's air brakes to activate the brakes in the towed vehicle.

The air cylinder is mounted inside the towed vehicle with a durable, black powder coated bracket that is discreetly located close to the driver’s seat with a bracket that attaches to the brake arm.

- BRK4000
  • For use with Class A diesel motorhomes equipped with air brakes
  • Affordable brake system alternative for your towed vehicle
  • Compact storage when not in use
  • Requires no electrical power draw
  • Breakaway device not included

Brake Lock III

Designed to work with the Blue Ox® AUTOSTOP® and BRAKESAFE™.

Mechanical breakaway that applies the brakes to a towed vehicle in the event of separation from the towing vehicle.

- BRK3050 Brake Lock III

Stop worrying about what is behind you and start enjoying the road ahead.
Enjoy Driving Your Motorhome

Would you like to drive eight hours instead of four?
Do your shoulders and arms hurt from keeping your motorhome in its lane?
Do you worry about losing control after a tire blowout?
Are you tired of fighting the side-to-side movement of the rear end?
Are you stressed out from fighting the sway caused by wind, curves in the road and passing trucks?

Relieve the fight with the steering wheel at the touch of a button.

• Exerts up to 270 lbs of pressure for firm and controlled steering to keep your motorhome on course
• Stay in control in case of a blowout
• Stop fighting winds and turbulence from passing trucks
• One year limited warranty

Please see application guide for specific model information.
Struggling with Body Roll Caused by Quick Maneuvers, Shifting Cargo or Curves in the Road?

Improve the drivability of your RV.

• Minimizes side-to-side movement to improve overall stability of your vehicle
• Confidently execute turns and quick maneuvers
• Allows for a level ride on uneven surfaces
• Rear-axle weight transfer reduces body roll
• Diminishes effects of crosswinds, passing vehicles, and shifting cargo

Is the Side-to-Side Movement in the Rear End of Your RV Getting You Down?

Enjoy a more comfortable controlled ride.

• Eliminates constant steering corrections caused by the extended rear overhang of gas powered RVs
• Fits most gas motorhomes
• Easy installation
• Three year warranty
Have an adventure.